
Non-Exclusive Agreement

This Non-Exclusive Agreement {LICENSE_NAME} is entered into as of {CONTRACT_DATE} between {CUSTOMER_FULLNAME}

Alias {CUSTOMER_ALIAS}, and {PRODUCER_FULLNAME} Alias {PRODUCER_ALIAS} with respect to the non-exclusive sale of

the beat titled {TRACK_TITLE}

Subscription Agreement:

Pay as you Go!

This is a Subscription Plan for the Price of {CURRENCY_SYMBOL}{TRACK_PRICE}.

Test Your Single!

This an option for Rappers or Singers to Test their Singles Releases and see how the song is performing.

Upgrade Anytime!

The Buyer Can Upgrade Anytime by Buying any other option from the Licenses we offer at Fullness Beats.

Cancel Anytime!

You can simply cancel at any time no hidden fees.

What The Buyer Get?
 MP3 Tagged "Yo Fullness Let Me Get That Beat!" (Negotiable)
 {AUDIO_STREAMS} of allowed audio streams.
 {DISTRIBUTE_COPIES} of Distribution copies allowed.
 {NUMBER_OF_RADIO_STATIONS} allowed Radio Stations.
 {MONETIZED_MUSIC_VIDEOS} monetized Music videos allowed.
 {MONETIZED_VIDEO_STREAMS_ALLOWED} of monetized Music video streams allowed.
 {NONMONETIZED_VIDEO_STREAMS_ALLOWED} of non-monetized Music video streams allowed.
 
 If the Song surpasses any of these mentioned Features and Quantities (Must Buy Again The Same License or Upgrade to

any of our other Licenses options).
 If the Buyer does not Buy Again or Upgrade (The Song Must be taken down from all Platforms).

What is Permitted?
 Non Profit Performances Allowed: {PERFORMANCES_NOT_FOR_PROFIT}
 For Profit Performances: YES (5 Presentations or 5 Years)

Publishing Percentage:

{PRODUCER_FULLNAME} The Seller is receiving {PUBLISHING_PERCENTAGE}% of the publishing rights as the Producer of the

Composition.

The remaining percentage can be keeped or distributed to third parties by The Buyer of the Beat in His or Her own terms.

What is not Permitted?
 The Buyer cannot Sell The Beat {TRACK_TITLE} as a License to be reused for third parties in new productions, videos, songs or any type or form of multimedia.
 The Beat {TRACK_TITLE} cannot be used in any type or form of media, including audio, video, images, or AI variations, that contain the following expressions:
 Cursing words in any language.
 Depictions of violence or suggested violence.
 Racist language or themes.
 Mocking of religion.
 Explicit sexual content or language.
 Promotion of drug abuse or alcohol.
 Promotion of guns or weapons.
 Promotion of LGBTQ+ agenda.
 Verses dedicated to, celebrating, glorifying, or worshiping the devil.

Exceptions apply if the beat is used in storytelling or testimonials, but not for promoting or inviting people to engage in the listed acts

or creating social pressure to do so.

{PRODUCER_FULLNAME} The Seller Offers The Beat: {TRACK_TITLE} {LICENSE_NAME} to {CUSTOMER_FULLNAME} the

Buyer for the Price of {CURRENCY_SYMBOL} {TRACK_PRICE} Non Refundable.

The Buyer is in Agreement that if the beat is used in one or more of the not permitted mentioned expressions in any type or form,

The Buyer must remove the song from all streaming platforms and lose All The Rights of the composition without negotiation.

Accepted, Agreed & Signed According to the laws of {STATE_PROVINCE_COUNTRY} today {CONTRACT_DATE} by:

The Buyer: {CUSTOMER_FULLNAME}

(Professionally Known As "{CUSTOMER_ALIAS}") e-mail: {CUSTOMER_EMAIL}

The Seller: {PRODUCER_FULLNAME}

(Professionally Known As "{PRODUCER_ALIAS}") e-mail: {PRODUCER_EMAIL}


